OVERCOMING BARRIERS TO INCREASE CLOUD CONSUMPTION
The advantages of cloud computing are well understood and continue to attract heavy investment. Whilst cloud spend has increased, many companies struggle to increase their velocity of cloud adoption. Poor utilization of existing cloud estates and a lack of cloud specific operational governance has often led to unforeseen costs, stifling adoption. This lack of discipline can also create a sense of uncertainty which in turn further delays the wholesale adoption, needed to unlock the clouds full potential. Wasted cloud spend can be tackled with quality design, appropriate billing choices, well considered governance and flexible development strategies. This knowledge and expertise is coalescing in the emerging discipline of FinOps.

The Growth of Waste Cloud

A recent study showed in 2020 that overprovisioning, idle resources and passive cloud management accounted for $17.6 Billion USD in wasted cloud spend. (Jaychapel)

What can be done?

Financial Operations or FinOps, is a new fledgling discipline that has created a best practice framework that aims to continuously and proactively manage cloud spend, for sustainable business growth.

What is FinOps and why does it matter?

FinOps brings together financial accountability and cultural change to help manage the ever more complex variable spend model of the cloud. It empowers engineering and business teams to strike the correct balance between cloud service levels, speed, cost, and quality of service to guide on-going investment decisions. It is a continuous and iterative process which strives to align technology requirements with business needs through organizational control.

One third of cloud spend is wasted, yet still it accelerates! (forbes.com)

How does finops work?

FinOps teams use dedicated roles to create accountability and help drive cost optimisations for cloud operating expenditures (Opex) that enables organisations to get maximum business value by helping engineering, finance, and business teams to collaborate on spending decision. Cost optimisations are multi-dimensional and range from quick short-term wins to fine-grained long-term systemic gains.
Typically, these teams would involve representatives from the following business lines to provide holistic alignment to company goals and establish the overarching strategies to better serve the business.

- **Finance** - who are responsible for the whole strategy of forecasting and FinOps reporting for cost optimisation. Those savings are accrued for service improvement and innovation.
- **I.T -** are responsible for full infrastructure transparency and observability, and resource usage optimisation.
- **Cloud operations** - create smooth FinOps processes amongst their teams
- **Architects, DevOps and engineers** - are responsible for their proper resource usage

**How do we utilize FinOps?**

Successful FinOps implementations align technology to the corporate vision, as a roadmap. It is a continual and iterative process which empowers both engineering and the business to take responsibility and create their own balance in the form of a service charter. These service charters may include service level agreements (SLA’s) and chargeback mechanisms for funding, escalation procedures and processes that give transparency and provide guard-rails and support for decision making.
Finops outcomes

- Reduce complex pricing models to deliver the best pricing option of each use case
- Control cloud sprawl driven by easier cloud service provisioning
- Homogenise architectures into “well-architected-frameworks”
- Proactively organise applications and resource usage for optimal spend
- Demystify the granularity of cloud bills for attribution and chargeback
- Exploit constant change in cloud offerings
- Create standardisation between cloud platforms
- Follow budget constraints and get real-time alerts about budget exceeds

Access to FinOps expertise

Those working in cloud since its emergence have been delivering complex solutions for clients, working on bespoke solutions to meet business challenges. It is from this wealth of expertise that FinOps best practice is emerging binging a deep understanding of the multifaceted discipline required to achieve meaningful business impact. The work of the Infosys cloud teams team sees them in the privileged position as world leaders in this hugely influential field. To understand how to access this for your project and clients reach out to XXXX
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